Resolution GA/1/1.1
General Assembly First Committee
Co-Sponsors: Austria, Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste, Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia, Islamic Republic of Iran, Kingdom of Lesotho, Kingdom of Norway, Kuwait, Libya,
Republic of Chile, Republic of Cuba, Republic of France, Republic of Indonesia, Republic of Senegal,
Republic of South Africa, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Island
Topic: Prevention of Arms Race in Outer Space
Realizing that space has the potential to become a war zone,
Noting with deep concern that countries are making and attempting to put weapons in space,
Further reminds that every object needs a safe way to return to the Earth without damage of personal
property, territory, or land, as well as not harming people,
Alarmed by the fact that space weapons are being manufactured against regulation,
1. Calls upon the United Nations representatives of each country that has signed this resolution;
2. Requests the inspection of every space bound object before every (Korea) launch by a UN
elected official;
3. Recommends debris of space waste to be recycled or sold;
4. Further recommends that each spacecraft or object comes equipped with a parachute and other
slowing contraptions to help it reach Earth safely;
5. Approves two UN elected officials to each country to authorize spacecrafts before launch;
6. Further requests that these officials are given the ability to inspect any space-bound object and
be shown the blueprints and data of the object pre-launch;
7. Calls for all nations to help fund this project, as well as signing this resolution;
8. Strongly condemns the use of weapons of mass destruction in outer space, creating more space
debris and danger;
9. Expresses its hope that all countries will recycle their own space debris;
10. Recommends every country in the UN to remove old and/or dysfunctional satellites;
11. Designates an unmanned spacecraft designed to collect and return space debris;

12. Strongly recommends that all countries, especially those with space capabilities, teach all
elementary aged students about the negative effects of war and arms race in space;
13. Encourages all countries to raise awareness about prevention and the problems of arms races in
outer space;
14. Calls upon countries that sign this resolution to stop trade activity with countries that places a
weapon(s) in space until the weapon is removed;
15. Designates countries that put weapons in space to pay a fine of five percent of how much
money that country makes per year every month for twelve months, but the country then must
pay a fine of twenty-five percent every month if the weapon is not removed.

